Knowledge is truly at your fingertips with Atlantic International University’s Online Resource Library

Step by Step Guide on Leveraging the 14,000 e-Books available at the AIU Online Library through your Student Section.

In addition to the 13 million online full text articles, full-image articles from over 4,000 electronic journals including 52 million Bibliographical references (See “How to use the online Library Guide”).

All AIU students now have access to over 14,000 full text e-Books. The Collection of electronic books includes new content from the top academic and trade publishers in subjects suited for academic and public libraries. The wide number of titles available comes from more than 325 publishers. The collection policy is similar to that of the first four collections and includes many of the same top university presses and trade and commercial publishers, as well as some newly signed publishers. The collection has some new editions of the more popularly used titles in subjects ranging from business and computer science to education, literature, history, reference, and much more.

We hope to provide our students with a richer, more productive learning environment. By combining the time-honored traditions of librarianship with electronic publishing, your online library experience offers an easy-to-use information and retrieval system for accessing the full text of reference, scholarly, and professional books. E-Books are easy to use; they are accessible from any location, and searching them is fast and efficient. You can search every word in every e-Book, as well as search within a particular e-Book. You can browse e-Books for quick research and reference or check them out and read them at your leisure.

The e-Book Collection contains 14,135 titles as of July 13, 2006. The total number of titles in the collection is projected to top 15,000 by the end of the year.

- Books from more than 325 publishers
- Available 24 hours a day/7days a week
- Can be viewed online on any PC connected to the Internet
- Remote access available through your Online Student Section

Go to Next Page.
Samples titles from the 14,000+ e-Books available for your studies at AIU.

Instructions on accessing e-Book content.
Use the Screen Shots below as a guide.

1) Log into your online student section with your username and password. Then Click on ---AIU Online Library from your Personal Information.
2) Select the link to “Online Library” Click on “OCLC”
3) When prompted for a Username and password enter:
   AIUEDU
   AIUEDU
   Press Enter. On the following page click on “First Search”.
4) Select “Ebooks” from the Database Menu and Limit Type to Net Library Books Only
Enter search criteria such as Key Words, Title of Book, Author, or Year Published.

5) Click in the Access Link - Access: http://www.netLibrary.com

Screen Shots
After completing Step # 4 you should see the following on your computer. Enter keywords to search for the topics/subjects you are working on.

See Next page.
Note that some items are available in (Full Text) others show (Description) only. Items that show (Full Text) are available in full to read.

Full Text:

Green giants? environmental policies of the United States and the European Union /
Author: Wig, Norman J., Faure, Michael Publication: Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press, 2004
Document: English : Internet Resource [Computer File]

Description Only:

U.S. Forest Service grazing and rangelands a history /
Author: Rowley, William D. Publication: College Station : Texas A & M University Press, 1985
Document: English : Internet Resource [Computer File]

Deadly connections states that sponsor terrorism /
Daniel Byman
2005
English [Internet Resource [Computer File]] 369 p., ill., map, 24 cm.
[NetLibrary] (Full Text)

See Next page.
See Next page.
Important:
Due to the thousands of resources/records available both in Full Text and Description only, you must be both precise and creative in your searches. By doing so you may find much more information on the topic you are researching that if you just try one search term. Note that the 1st Screen Shot above demonstrates a Basic Search; however, you may also do an Advanced Search by clicking on “Advanced Search”.

For example: Let’s say you are researching Quality Control in the International Arena. For Keywords you use international and quality control however the results are not adequate or do not contain items/records in Full Text. You should now think of other words or topics that describe your search. Some alternate search terms/keywords in both Basic and Advanced Search are:

- Quality Control
- Measuring Quality
- Product Quality
- Quality Control Management
- Quality Control Manufacturing
- Quality Control Customer Service
- Six Sigma Quality Control
- Supply Chain Management
- Data Analysis Quality Control
- Customer Service
- Advanced Quality Control
- Techniques Quality Control
- Corporate Quality Control
- Global Quality Control

The key is to be diligent, creative, and thorough in your search terms/keywords which will lead you to more material and content that is relevant to your academic work. For ideas in expanding or broadening your search terms consider reading a few articles first from the more than 13 million that you have access to. See the last paragraph of these instructions.

While looking through your search results for e-Books you may notice several tabs across the top part of the page next to “Find Related”. One of these is “Articles - Wilson Select Plus”, see in below Screen Shot highlighted in Purple. By clicking on “Articles - Wilson Select Plus” you will bring up any articles or short publications (not e-Books) relating to your current search. This is a powerful tool that can give you ideas on how to refine your search for e-Books or search for related topics you may not have thought of. Remember that the key is to be diligent, creative, and thorough in your search terms/keywords which will lead you to more material and content that is relevant to your academic work.
Sincerely,
Academic Department
Atlantic International university
Honolulu, HI